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Summary

First-arrival traveltime tomography is routinely applied for
imaging near surface structures. However, it tends to
produce a smooth velocity model. In this study, we first
develop a multi-layer refraction traveltime migration
method, and then apply the migration image to constrain
traveltime tomographic inversion. The refraction traveltime
migration is an approach to downward continue the
refraction traveltime curves and produce an image (position)
of the refractor for a given overburden velocity model. We
first perform the top layer tomographic velocity inversion,
and then apply the model to migrate refraction traveltimes.
Imposing a discontinuity at the refraction interface in
model regularization, we then iteratively update the model
and the migration image. The procedure is applied to
deeper layers sequentially as well. The synthetic and field
data experiments show that this joint method can help
produce an accurate near surface velocity model if the near
surface is characterized with multiple layers.

Introduction

Geophysical inverse problems are often mathematically ill
posed and non-unique. A reasonable and unique solution
can be obtained by the application of model regularization.
For the grid-based traveltime tomography (Zhang and
Toksöz, 1998), Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov and
Arsenin, 1977) is a popular approach and smooth velocity
variation is often found within layers, despite cases where
layer interfaces are sharp. Resolving a reliable velocity
model with necessary sharp features is definitely desirable
in seismic exploration.

There have been many efforts to address the regularization
problems in tomography inversion to address the sharpness
of model solutions, including the use of a sparse multi-scale
imaging (Sun and Zhang, 2016), modified total-variation
regularization (Jiang and Zhang, 2016), and an edge-
preserving smoothing operator (Zhang and Zhang, 2017).
These methods enhance the model interfaces by employing
numerical solutions to promote sharpness. In this study, we
intend to address the same problem by applying the physics
of the seismic wavefront propagation.

Refraction traveltime migration is a unique approach to
produce an image of the refractor from refraction
traveltimes along with given overburden velocities above
the refractor (Zhang and Toksöz, 1997). In other words, the

velocity model for refraction migration does not need the
interface or any information of the refractor, but migration
with overburden velocities will precisely tell the shape and
position of the refractor. This information is significant to
the traveltime tomography.

In this study, we implement a refraction traveltime
migration method to accommodate multi-layer refractors
and develop a joint refraction traveltime tomography and
migration method valid for multi-layer structures. We shall
apply the method to both synthetic and field data.

Multi-layer Refraction Traveltime Migration

Refraction traveltime migration mainly includes two steps:
reconstruction of two oppositely propagating wavefront
systems (Zhang and Toksöz, 1997) and application of an
imaging condition (Hagedoorn, 1959) to locate the
refracting interface.

In the first step, to complete the downward continuation of
a forward and reverse spread wavefront systems, the
receivers are activated as a line source with an initiation
equation Ts(X):

Ts(X) = Tr - T(X) (1)

where Tr is the reciprocal time (time between the forward
and the reverse shot locations) and T(X) is the recorded
arrival times.

In the second step, according to the imaging condition
(Hagedoorn, 1959), the refracting interface is defined by
the relation:

tf (x,z) + tr (x,z) = Tr (2)

where tf is the traveltime of the forward propagating
wavefront system and tr is the traveltime of the reverse
propagating wavefront system. When the summation of tf
and tr equals to the reciprocal time Tr, the point should be
just on or slightly below the refracting interface.

According to Equation (1) and (2), the refraction traveltime
migration method is applied between two shots. In the two-
layer case, the reciprocal time Tr represents the total
traveltime of refraction along a single interface between
two shots. In the case of multiple layers, in order to image
refractor i, the refraction traveltime migration should be
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performed with separate traveltimes associated with shot-
receiver offset D(i):

Dir < D(i) < Dr(i+1) (3)

where Dir is the maximum offset for the direct waves and
Dr(i+1) is the minimum offset for the refraction waves
from i+1 refractor. In order to acquire a complete refractor,
we sum up the migration results of all those pairs of shots
that satisfy Equation (3).

Joint Tomography and Migration Algorithm

Following Zhang and Toksöz (1997), in the joint migration
and tomography inversion method, the objective function is
defined as:

Φ(m) = ‖d-G(m)‖2 + τ‖Rjm‖2 (4)

where d is the picked traveltimes, G(m) is the calculated
traveltimes for the current model m, Rj is an image driven
regularization operator, which varies with iterations when
joint tomography and migration is activated, and τ is a
smoothing trade-off parameter. In this study, we apply a
conjugate gradient approach to minimize the above
objective function.

The uniform Laplacian operator calculates the roughness
residual of three adjacent cells for a point, i.e., sj-1-2sj+sj+1
for point j and sj-2sj+1+sj+2 for point j+1. This assumes that
a migration image is located between cell j and cell j+1.
Across this migration image Rj has a derivative
discontinuity, returning sj-1-sj for point j and sj+1-sj+2 for
point j+1. There is no slowness change constraint between
cell j and j+1; the tomography inversion only correlates
model parameters in each separate zone (Zhang et al.,
1997).

The joint tomography and migration inversion algorithm
mainly includes two steps. First, in order to provide an
accurate velocity model for migration, we utilize
traveltimes of the top layer to apply tomography for a few
iterations until the traveltime misfit is less than a
predetermined RMS residual. We then apply this model to
migrate refraction traveltimes and impose a discontinuity at
the refraction interface in model regularization. For each
subsequent iteration, the position of the migrated refractor
and the velocity model are simultaneously updated. For
deeper layers, the procedure is just the same.

Synthetic Tests

To evaluate the performance of the joint tomography and
migration method, we design a synthetic test. The model
includes a three-layer velocity structure, as shown in Figure
1a. The horizontal length of the model is 6000 m, and the
depth range is 500 m. The grid size is 5 m × 5 m. There are
61 shots with 100 m spacing and 301 receivers with 20 m
spacing. There are both sharp interfaces and smooth
velocity gradients within layers. The first and the second
layer exhibit increasing velocities with a constant gradient
in depth, which are 1500 m/s and 2500 m/s at the top of the
layer separately, and the third layer is set with a constant
velocity 3500 m/s.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) The true model of synthetic test. (b) All traveltimes of
the model displayed in the shot-receiver offset.

Figure 1b displays all first-arrival traveltimes in the shot-
receiver offset. We divide the traveltime curves into three
parts according to different slopes. They represent the
traveltimes of direct waves, refraction waves from the first
refractor, and refraction waves from the second refractor,
respectively. We also build a three-layer initial model
according to these slopes.

Refraction traveltime migration method needs accurate
velocity input. Therefore, we first utilize traveltimes of
direct waves (Part 1 in Figure 1b) to apply traveltime
tomography for 5 iterations, as shown in Figure 2a. In order
to compare the progressive convergence between the
migration image and the slowness discontinuity, we also
plot the migration result (white solid line) utilizing this
corresponding velocity model.
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Figure 2: (a) Inversion results of the 5th iteration and the imaged
refractor (white solid line). (b) Inversion results of the 10th iteration
and the imaged refractor (white solid line). (c) Inversion results of
the 15th iteration and the imaged refractors (white solid lines). (d)
Inversion results of the 20th iteration and the imaged refractors
(white solid lines). (e) Inversion results of the 30th iteration and the
imaged refractors (white solid lines).

Then we utilize the traveltimes of direct waves (Part 1 in
Figure 1b) to apply the joint tomography and migration
method with the initial model shown in Figure 2a. After 5
iterations, we can acquire an updated velocity model and
position of the first refractor (white solid line) in Figure 2b.

Next, based on the velocity model in Figure 2b, we utilize
the traveltimes of direct waves (Part 1 in Figure 1b) and
refraction waves from the first refractor (Part 2 in Figure 1b)
to apply the tomography with the constraint of the fixed
first refractor (upper white solid line). After 5 iterations, we
acquire an updated velocity model and apply the refraction
traveltime migration to obtain the position of the second
refractor (lower white solid line), as shown in Figure 2c.

After that, we still utilize the traveltimes of direct waves
(Part 1 in Figure 1b) and refraction waves from the first
refractor (Part 2 in Figure 1b) to apply the joint inversion.
As shown in Figure 2d, after 5 iterations, the velocity
model and position of the second refractor (lower white
solid line) are both updated.

Finally, based on model in Figure 2d, the whole traveltimes
are included in the joint inversion with two refractors as
constraints in model regularization. Figure 2e shows the
final solution after 10 iterations. The upper white solid line
denotes the first imaged refractor and the lower white solid
line represents the second imaged refractor. Meanwhile, the
migration results match both true refractors very well.

Field Data Application

We subsequently apply the joint refraction traveltime
tomography and migration method to field data. The
geometry consists 239 shots with the shot interval of about
40 m and 610 receivers with the receiver interval of about
20 m. The average reciprocal error is approximately 5 ms.

We divide the traveltimes into three parts according to their
slopes in the shot-receiver offset, as shown in Figure 3a.
After analyzing the slope of the first-arrival traveltimes in
Figure 3a, we generate an initial model which includes
three layers, as shown in Figure 3b. Figure 3c displays the
traveltime tomography results. Figure 3d shows the joint
inversion results and the two white lines represent the
migration results. The low velocity zone is much sharper
and more continuous due to the constraint of migration.

To verify the reliability of the result, we compare the long-
wavelength statics based on Figure 3c and Figure 3d. In
Figure 3c, the white line represents the intermediate datum.
In Figure 3d, the upper white line represents the
intermediate datum. For both models, we select the same
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floating datum which is determined according to the
geometry. Figure 4 shows the long-wavelength statics.
After comparison, we can see that, the major differences
are found between -9 km to -7 km and -4 km to -3 km.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: (a) All traveltimes of the model displayed in the shot-
receiver offset. (b) The initial mode. (c) The traveltime
tomography results. (d) The joint inversion results.

Figure 5a and Figure 5b show the CMP stacking results,
utilizing the information of Figure 3c and Figure 3d as
input, respectively. As we can see from red boxes, the
image applying the result of joint inversion shows
improvement in lateral continuity of reflectors. It suggests
that joint refraction traveltime tomography and migration
improves the accuracy of static corrections by producing an
accurate velocity model and precise refractors.

Figure 4: The long-wavelength statics based on traveltime
tomography (blue) and joint inversion (red). The dashed line
denotes the statics of shots, and the solid line denotes the statics of
receivers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) The CMP stacking results applying statics from
traveltime tomography. (b) Applying statics from joint inversion.

Conclusions

We apply the joint refraction traveltime tomography and
migration for multi-layer near surface imaging. The joint
inversion results suggest a possible refractor at the imaging
location. This results in an improvement over the
tomographic inversion in both sides of the image of the real
data. According to the synthetic tests and the field data
application, the joint inversion can provide a velocity
model with sharp interfaces and high resolution.
Furthermore, it improves the accuracy of static corrections
and produces better stacking images.
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